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Summary:  New mode of ambiguity expression, ”complex number”, is introduced into pairwise 
comparison and AHP. The imaginary part of judgment reflects some type of ambiguity. Their applicability 
is examined through some examples. 

 
Abstract 

 
There can be many kinds of ambiguity modes. Some of them are probability[KITO02], 
fuzziness[BUCK85], interval expression[ARBE92], and so on. As one of ambiguity 
expressions, we propose to use “complex number” and to incorporate it into pairwise 
comparison and AHP, which are called complex number pairwise comparison (C-comparison) 
and complex number AHP(C-AHP), respectively. 
 
Complex number pairwise comparison (C-comparison) 
 
The (j, k)th element of pairwise comparison matrix A, jka , indicates the dominance of item j 

over item k, or how many times more important item j is than item k. These jka  data are 

usually measured in the real scale. Even in case of ambiguity existence, they have been 
expressed in the forms of probability distribution[KITO02], membership function[BUCK85] 
and interval[ARBE92]. These ambiguity expressions have their merits and demerits, which 
are summarized in Table 1. As a new mode of ambiguity expression for the pairwise 
comparison measurement we will propose to use “complex number”, instead of “real 
number”. Although its measurement may not be so easy compared to the probabilistic 
comparison or the interval comparison, the C-comparison has its advantages in transitivity 
satisfaction in consistency case and understanding its process and result, whose explanation 
will be tried. 
 
Measuring pairwise comparison judgement in complex number 
With the conventional fundamental scale, the intensity of importance ranges from 1 to 9. 
Say the importance intensity “5” (strong importance) means that experience and judgment 
strongly favor one activity over another. Mathematically speaking it means that experience 
and judgment 5 times more favor one activity over another. Here all the pairwise 
comparison judgments are measured in the real. If we have some kind of ambiguity with 
this intensity “5” measurement, how do we distinguish among them. Then, complex number 

jka  will be proposed to distinguish among the measurements with the same intensity but 

different ambiguity degrees.  
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)exp( jkjkjk ira θ=   (1) 

= )sin(cos jkjkjk ir θθ +   (2) 

jkr : intensity or amplitude of (j, k) pairwise comparison judgment 

jkθ :degree of inclination angle from the real toward the imaginary 

i = imaginary unit 
 
 

Table1 Merits and demerits of four ambiguity expressions 
       

  Probabilistic Fuzzy   Interval      Complex 

  comparison comparison Comparison   Comparison 
Measurement Easy  Moderate  Easy      Moderate 
        

        
Weight Moderate  Difficult  Difficult       Moderate 
estimation       

        
Process Moderate  Questionable Questionable    Clear 

acountabilty       
        
Validity of Moderate  Questionable Questionable     Clear 

result       
        
Transitivity Moderate  Difficult  Difficult         Clear 

satisfaction in       
consistency case       
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